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Chapter 51 Extraordinary Man”Leon! You!”

Sucyanti turned red in anger and embarrassment.

She realized she is encountering an enemy.

No man has ever gone up against her, neither in the capital city nor in
Oregon.

But Leon didn’t only break her walls, he toyed with her because of her
fame. This sent her into flaming rage.

Sucyanti felt Leon had a wild background, he is mysterious and daring at
the same time. She has no idea what magic he is using, but she is not
going to mess with him for the time being.

“Please keep quiet. Can’t you see I’m having tea with this graceful

lady?” he said referring to Rachel.

Rachel put down her cup and blinked her doe-eyes twice as what Yenni
said earlier came to her mind. She figured that the beautiful woman
arguing with Leon is the rich woman Yenni was talking about.

Yenni accused Leon of relying on rich women for money, but Rachel
didn’t believe her. But from the way she saw Leon taunting Sucyanti, her
beliefs are solidified.

“Leon, you used tea for acupuncture… was it true?”



Rachel studied modern medicine, but she also took extra classes on
traditional medicine which gave her an understanding on the function of
acupuncture points.

Only, this is the first time she saw liquids used in acupuncture.

“Rachel, believe me it is true,” answered Leon.

Believe it and its true. That’s what his mouth said repeatedly, but she
can’t seem to comprehend.

The key to the tea acupuncture was in Leon’s power.

The acupuncture technique pays attention to speed and accuracy.

After the correct side is located, and with the right amount of power, the
points will be hit regardless its depth.

Leon combined his acupuncture techniques with the art of self-defense.
He formed the column of tea to relay enough pressure to stimulate the
acupuncture points.

Rachel believed Leon wouldn’t trick him. She felt that Director Ezra’s
dislike towards Leon might have something to do with his treatment
technique. Her mother’s recovery might also be related to Leon.

Rachel was deeply moved and told herself, “What a humble person Leon

is… During these four years he’s never shown his true healing abilities. It
seems his rich friend has benefited from his therapy!”

Leon has immense knowledge on a wide array of subjects, but it would
be innapropriate for him to show it off in Oregon.



Sucyanti went back to sit alone and drink tea. Her emotions made her say
too much and she can’t stop mumbling about Leon’s unimaginable feat.

At the same time, a spy Dani sent to the teahouse came back with his
reports.

“What? He kissed with the Wibowo family’s heiress?!” Dani showed a
serious expression.

He thought Leon is Indra’s grandson-in-law, but why did he take another
girl for a walk? What a huge trouble that would be! Are the youngsters
nowadays living too freely?

“No, Sir. They did not. They had a quarrel.”

“Oh… a quarrel.”What Dani misheard made him feel awkward. He then
pushed for details, “Is it an ordinary quarrel, or a quarrel between
lovers?”

“They didn’t like seeing each other, Sir. And he splashed tea at Ms.
Wibowo.”

“Is that for real? How could he? Anyways, the Wibowos are a reputable

family in the capital city…” Dani was taken aback.

“Yes, it is Sir!”

Dani became intrigued. “Go back and find out more about him! Time is
running. Call me if anything changes!”

He furrowed his eyebrows in thought and said to himself, “How could he

spray water at Indra’s granddaughter? Let Indra find out, and when the
time comes, he will surely be finished off!”
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Chapter 52 Do you not recognize me

Dani only has less than seven minutes from Leon’s given time.

Leon was struck with boredom while Rachel went to wash her hand at the
toilet. He pulled out his phone and played games to kill time.

He is not interested in popular games; he prefers solving riddles.

Thinking the tea house is pretty clean, but it made Leon disappointed
instead.

A couple walked across him.

The man spoke to Leon in an arrogant manner, “I want your seat!”

A waitress noticed the situation and appeared to direct the couple.

“Mister, this is not the only table available in the teahouse. Please follow
me and I will find a place just as comfortable for you.”

The man became upset. “You must be a trainee! This table is mine. I
come here every week!”

The table Leon and Rachel occupied is next to a window offering an
unobscured view of the garden outside. Drinking tea while enjoying the
view are two wonderful things.

The only problem is, there is no rule about table ownership. First come,
first served.



“Sir, there are several other window tables with views just as great. I will
arrange them for you,” the waitress persuaded.

The waitress didn’t ask Leon to move from his seat. First, it’s not her
decision. Second, the man’s ridiculous request will destroy the
teahouse’s reputation.

“You pheasant! Don’t you have eyes to see? Do you not recognize me,
huh? I am Bagas, and since when can you push me around?”

The man named Bagas stared and was going to slap the waitress as he
shouted at her.

But when he was about to swing his hand, Leon caught his arm from

where he calmly sat, not even standing up.

Leon’s left hand caught Bagas’s arm, while his right hand moved the
chest pieces on his phone screen; his focus stays unbothered.

“What kind of man are you to hit a waitress? Life is easy, why make it
difficult?” Leon lifted his head while still paying attention to his chess
game.

Bagas was overcame with anger. He has spent over a month in Oregon; if
he is going to beat someone up, no one is going to stop him.

“Do you want a beating too? Alright, come here!” Bagas provoked Leon
at the sight of him playing on his phone.

A cold smile crept on Leon’s face. “I suggest you get out of here while
you can still avoid torture,” he calmly said.



“Hahaha! Is that a joke? You’re just a boy playing Gomoku, and you
tried to threaten me? Your brain can only play chess!” Bagas said
arrogantly, showing his dominance over Leon.

Leon can’t help but feel entertained by Bagas.

Clearly it is a game of Go, not Gomoku. Although both are black and
white, Gomoku is played in a closed field, whereas Go are chains. A big

difference.

It seems Bagas likes to show off his shallow intelligence about Gomoku.

“This is a game of Go. With your shallow brain, I bet you don’t even
know the game rules. Gomoku is a relaxing game whereas Go requires
high IQ which I don’t think you imbecile have.”

Leon didn’t feel like explaining too much. As a new player in the

network, he is torturing a local player with his strategy and garnered the
attention of fellow players.

“Are you making fun of me? During my time in Oregon, no one dared to
insult me. You’re the first and the worst!”

Bagas stared at Leon menacingly.

The woman beside Bagas said in a clingy voice, “My hubby, dear, please
settle it quickly… We still have shopping to do after tea. You’ve
promised me a Hermes bag and a Patek Phillipe watch, don’t forget it,
ok?”

Bagas smiled and wrapped his arm around the woman’s slim waist. He
turned to the waitress and his expression changed in a second. “Call your
manager! Get Ardi here now!” he barked.



The waitress’s face turned pale out of fright, and quickly disappeared to
call her manager. It seems he is not an ordinary man!
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Chapter 53 Are You Related?

While the waitress went to summon the manager, Leon calmly focused
on finishing his game of chess.

Bagas and his lover stood arrogantly in front of Leon with a
condescending look.

“That’s brave of you to snatch my husband’s table!”

“Linda let’s wait for Ardi and I will kick this boy out. Just wait for the
show!”

Not long after, the teahouse manager came to them. He smiled once he
recognized Bagas.

During the last few months, Bagas would visit the teahouse every two or
three days and order their most expensive tea.

Although he had previously never heard of Bagas, Ardi knew he came

from the capital city. He came to Oregon after his sister and funded the
development of a theme park and other projects in Sunter Lake.

He shocked Oregon’s business district, thus leading to speculations that
he is a powerful executive in the capital city. Beyond that, Ardi doesn’t
know any further details.



“Mr. Bagas, please don’t be angry, I will find a good table just for you,”
Ardi said with respect in his voice.

“Out! I want his seat! Bagas angrily insisted he kicks Leon out.

With his lover beside him, Bagas felt powerful and wanted to show off

his strength.

Ardi knew Bagas will not stir up trouble. Only the rich come here for tea,
or at least the son of a rich man. No poor man will visit Oregon’s most
famous teahouse.

Ardi thought it would have been better to not offend both sides during the
final moments.

But Bagas was very angry and has no intention to back down. His
immense rage is not going to let anyone stop him.

Ardi has no other way out. He looked at Leon.

“Excuse me, Mister, would you like to switch places? I will find you

another table so that you both can enjoy tea,” he offered.

“No.” Leon lightly tapped on his phone screen, causing a black piece to
move.

Ardi tried to persuade him, “Let’s choose the peaceful way, Mister.
Giving up your seat isn’t a big deal and there is no loss in doing so. As a
real man I believe you understand.”

“I said no.” Leon said firmly as he moved another black piece.



Ardi became upset at the situation; he tried to persuade Leon for his own
good. Bagas has a mysterious origin, said to be related to the gangster
mafia of the capital city. Leon might end up dead trying to fight him.

“Mister, I beg for your cooperation, please don’t make me force you.
Please give up your seat to Mr. Bagas. If you offend him, then you will
have to bear the consequences yourself!” Ardi stared at Leon sharply.

“I will not.” Leon’s attitude remains unchanged until the end.

If his opponent is elderly or disabled, Leon would gladly give his seat up.
But the person he is facing is healthy and strong, added with an arrogant
attitude. Leon has no reason to give in!

“Security! Security!” shouted Ardi loudly.

“Is it even necessary to call the security?” Leon didn’t even bother lifting
his head.

“Oh! Do you want to practice with me? I graduated from a martial art

school!” Ardi shook his head, flicked his arms and moved his muscles to
warm up.

“Practice with you? So not worth it!” Leon said with coldness in his
voice.

“You bastard!” Ardi shouted as he swung his fist to punch Leon.

Leon caught his wrist with only one hand. He slowly turned, and Ardi’s
wrist gave out a click; he sprained his wrist!

Ardi grimaced and shouted from the immense pain, attracting all the
security guards at the teahouse.



He saw Leon’s fierce gaze and shrunk in doubt.
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Chapter 54 Get away from here

“Your wrist is now sprained. If you still don’t understand my generosity,
I will cut off your head!”

Leon’s intimidating aura sent Ardi shuddering in fear.

Ardi didn’t expect Leon is trained in self-defence.

“You… stirred up trouble on Oregon Avenue. Our teahouse owner and
the Dani family are closely tied, and this teahouse is leased by them. Are
you not afraid of provoking the Dani family?

Dani family?

Leon smiled smugly.

Leon has clashed with members of Dani’s family; he has confronted them
multiple times, to say the least.

At the same time, a few questions appeared in Leon’s mind.

The Danis relied on the Williams family for funding. Lately, the Dani
family, especially their grandchildren, have been abusing their power in
Oregon. It’s time to discipline their behaviour.

If they cannot be disciplined, all the Dani family members will be
punished to clean the public restrooms for a month in order to taste the
bitterness of life.



“Stop using the name Dani as your shield!” Leon said coldly. “Get away
from here if you understand what I said!”

If Ardi isn’t going to obey Leon, his head will surely fall off!

Sucyanti sat at her place and looked at the spectacle from afar. She
finally opened her mouth.

“You, Ardi, the teahouse manager. I say you better leave, or I will have
you fired!”

She pulled out her phone and displayed the teahouse owner’s number on
the screen.

Sucyanti and Leon are enemies. Although she enjoys seeing Leon stirring
a commotion, the situation is different this time.

On the other hand, she is disgusted by Bagas’s rude and arrogant
behaviour as if he is a winner.

Sucyanti is not bad by nature, but she can’t match Leon on a cognitive
level.

The reason she helped Leon this time was not because of his kindness,
but because she felt Bagas has a disgustingly poor attitude.

Ardi felt weak. The woman in front of him isn’t going to fight him either,
right?

Bagas’s lover glanced at Sucyanti with a boring look.

“You shameless woman! What right do you have to speak?”



Sucyanti’s expression started changing. Her bright and petite face grew
tense. She stared at Bagas’s lover with anger as she stepped forward
towards her.

Bagas’s lover felt she had the upper hand and stood with her arms crossed.
She underestimated Sucyanti.

But to her surprise, Sucyanti landed a hard slap across her face.

“Slap!”

“I’ll tell you once. I am Sucyanti, granddaughter of Indra, heiress of the
Wibowo family!’

Whoever dares to disturb her must pay the price.

The woman was dazed. She was already ridiculed and insulted by
Sucyanti, and still received a slap to her face.

Sucyanti turned to Ardi, “Your boss Randy has a strong relationship with
the Wibowo family. I have known him way before you became his

employee!”

Sucyanti appeared high and mighty in a way that suits her rich image.
She knows how to dominate.

Bagas’s lover could only hold onto her husband in a clingy manner, her
face red and burning from the slap. She was utterly defeated.

“Hubby, she slapped me! Rip her mouth open!”

But Bagas didn’t react. His face became tense and spoke in a serious tone,
“Are you Sucyanti from the Wibowo family in the capital city?”



“Yes, it is me.” Sucyanti raised her head until her gaze met his.

Bagas became more serious after hearing her answer.

It’s confirmed!

Ardi was shocked to learn that the young woman was indeed the Ms
Wibowo his boss often mentioned.

The Wibowo family is a noble and highly educated family who owns
various enterprises in the capital city. Their youngest generations are also
established as business owners.

He sighed in relief and thought, “Thank God I didn’t argue with Ms.
Sucyanti or I could’ve lost my job. But what about the man who refused
to give up his seat? What is their relationship?”

Ardi felt the problem was getting more complex. Sucyanti was willing to
defend him. Their relationship must be beyond ordinary!
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Chapter 55 The Life of the Rich is as Simple as That

At that particular moment, Austin scolded Bryant in his heart.

“Damn it. Bryant wants to drag me into the water. I can’t afford to mess
with the Williams, the provincial capital’s most prominent family.”

Although he doesn’t know the origin of Bryant, Austin is aware of the
existence of a clan of Williams in their provincial capital.

As he looked at Bryant who’s currently brewing fire, Austin’s mood even
darkens and his feeling is not in a good condition.



Since Tabitha is willing to stand up for the young man, it showed that the
relationship between the two is unusual. He’s not Indra’s
grandson-in-law, is it?

Austin immediately decided to get out of there.

It doesn’t matter whether he’ll be fired or not. After all, the dog’s life
doesn’t matter.

“I’m sorry, everyone. I must go to the hospital. My wrist hurts terribly.
Please excuse me!”

After Austin slipped away, Bryant frowned and said the dog was fast.

He glanced at Tabitha, which made him lost his previous arrogance.

Bang! A loud sound filled the air.

Bryant slapped his girlfriend Linda in the face and taught her a vicious
lesson.

You are a loser, you will make trouble for me in the future.”

This guy has a strong desire for life. Before he dotes on his girlfriend, but
now he slapped her in the face.

His girlfriend Linda is also a bully, but because of how abusive Bryant is,
she just covered her face and dared to say nothing.

Then Bryant smiled at Tabitha and said “I’ve heard of you, Ms. Williams.
But what I didn’t know is the relationship between Ms. Williams and this

person.” Bryant pertained to Austin.



From the bottom of his heart, Bryant is not convinced by the forces
behind Tabitha. But then, he just can’t compete hastily with the Williams

Family in their provincial capital, because he knew that there is still a big

gap between his status and Tabitha.

“We’re in an ordinary relationship and I’m not helping him. Also, I don’t
like you. You buzz like a mosquito and disturb my peace!”

Tabitha has always been direct, and it is the same character that she gives
to everyone.

As he heard this, Bryant’s face changed again. His eyebrows spread out
and the corners of his mouth gently bent an arc, as if secretly delighted.

When he heard that there was an ordinary relationship between Tabitha
and the boy, a stone fell to the ground at the bottom of his heart.

“it’s my fault. At first, I didn’t know Ms. Tabitha Williams was drinking

tea here. Otherwise, I wouldn’t dare to be presumptuous again. I’ll make
amends for you here.”

With that, Bryant bowed to Tabitha.

Seeing Bryant bowed his head and apologized, Tabitha felt a little less
angry. But the momentum above Bryant was still above it.

“This young lady won’t accept your apology. I just don’t like looking at
you. I don’t want to see you again. If you dare, I’ll make sure you’ll have
nightmares for the rest of your life!”

Tabitha beeped and lectured at Bryant.



“Ms. Williams is right. I made Tabitha sick.” Bryant nodded, again and
again, faked a looked as if he’s sincere.

“Today, I’m not comfortable drinking this tea. Go home and swim!”

When she had finished, Tabitha left and curled her lips. She looked very
upset because someone disturbed her interest in drinking tea.

As soon as Tabitha left, Bryant changed his face.

His original respectful manner was revealed that it was just a facade.

He looked at Leon, with an insidious and ferocious look and sneered. “I
thought you were on Tabitha. It seems that she doesn’t know you at all!”

Leon’s attitude towards Tabitha has long been anticipated, and it is not
surprising.

After all, from the beginning of their acquaintance, Tabitha looked down
on him, found fault with him, and thought that his acupoint technique
was a charlatan, deceiving Indra.

With this kind of relationship, of course, Bryant didn’t care much about
the safety of Leon.

However, through this matter, he found that Tabitha is not just an
unprincipled and immoral woman, but also jealous and evil.

And as for Leon, he doesn’t have to rely on anyone else to get it back.

“What does it have to do with you whether I know her or not?” Leon said
coldly.



His game of chess is not finished yet.

When played online games with national players, he was distracted from
dealing with Bryant and others. He is very curious about how high the

chess power of Leon has reached.

When Rachel came out of the bathroom, Bryant glanced at his girlfriend
and then returned to his seat.

Rachel didn’t know anything about what had just happened, but her
perception told her that there was a strong smell of gunpowder at the
scene, and it seemed that someone embarrassed Leon.

As soon as Rachel sat down, Bryant’s girlfriend Linda made a mockery.

“If you have the money to come to this place for tea, why don’t you have
the money to buy decent clothes for your girlfriend? Look at the cheap

Amazon goods your girlfriend bought. Dozens of dollars of rubbish. It’s
extremely shabby!”

The place she lost from Tabitha just now, she wants to get it back from
Rachel.

“We are not boyfriend and girlfriend, we are just classmates.” Rachel felt
a little self-abased and blushed when she explained that she felt that her
talents and abilities were unworthy for Leon at present.

“Oh, you haven’t got it yet. I see the money hasn’t been spent yet.”
Linda sneered.

Leon is the most annoyed person when Linda judged the taste of his
clothes. Although Linda is dressed in Burberry, she is not worthy of this
upbringing at all.



Besides, if her ruthless son really wants to chase girls, he doesn’t have to
rely on money at all. The reason why he bought Rachel watches, jewelry,
and other things, is to prepare her for the graduation party of the whole
school.

Rachel is not a materialistic girl, and if she is, she wouldn’t have been
friends with Leon for four years.

At first, Leon was spurned by the whole school but only Rachel was
willing to approach him.

“Even if she wears a sack, she is better than your Internet celebrity face.
Burberry clothes? What is there to show off? As long as she and I feel

simple and comfortable, we’re fine.”

When Leon finished saying this, he clicked on the phone screen again
and left a sunspot.

As he raised his hand, the cuff slid down, inadvertently revealing a
watch.

It is a limited edition of Patek Philippe. In fact, Leon thought that this
watch is ugly, but its function is to accurately report the leap year, the
day, the week and the month of the day, and the mechanical perpetual
calendar, which helps him to control the time of his spiritual practice.

Most people do not realize the “mechanical beauty” and thought that they
are just pretending to show off their wealth. They must admit that
poverty really limits their imagination.

Linda’s eyes changed and her eyebrows jerked.



At this time, Rachel is still trapped in an inferiority complex. She
stretched out two small hands and covered her red face.

A limited-edition Patek Philippe women’s watch emerged from her white

wrist.

Rachel seemed to realize this and hurriedly put down her little hand. She
didn’t want to guilt herself with luxury goods. She had to learn by herself
if she wanted to catch up with Leon.

However, Linda cannot calm down.

These two watches are both limited editions of Patek Philippe! Linda has
been acting cute for more than a month. However, her boyfriend Bryant
is stingy and didn’t buy it for her. She’s extremely jealous to death!

Linda shut up instantly, and she no longer had the strength to ridicule
Rachel and Leon. She was embarrassed to death, implied that she met
two masters of pretending.

At the same time, Dani just learned from his spy that Bryant was

probably the one he was waiting for.

“Are you sure that you heard me? The gentleman I’m waiting for is in

the teahouse?”

“I heard you Mr. Dani clearly, I heard with my own ears that there was a
man named Bryant who was very arrogant and crazy. He had just been in
Fairmont for more than a month.”

“That’s right! The time coincides with the human setting. So, take me to
where he is and I’ll see him at once!”
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Chapter 56 I Am the King Here

Currently, in the teahouse.

Bryant is still threatening Leon.

“Now that you don’t have Tabitha to back you up, I’ll see what you can
do!”

However, Linda is honest and no longer dared to compare and show off

her wealth.

Because of Leon and Rachel’s watches, only take a single out of them,
one can buy dozens of Burberry.

“I don’t need her to back me up. I’m more than enough to deal with you.
What kind of person are you to disturb me while I drink tea and play
chess?”

Leon gently dropped a sunspot and defeated the national player he played
with online.

He put away his phone, raised his head, and glanced at Bryant with a
cold look in his eyes.

Leon looked up, which means he’s finally getting serious.

And the national player who lost to Leon, he’ll be afraid to know that

Leon played chess while he dealt with others.

If the national players knew the truth, they would probably collapse even
more.



Rachel, who was seated at the opposite, was surprised to see Leon sitting
still and continued to play chess in the face even after he heard a strong
threat from Bryant.

She didn’t expect that Leon knew chess, which is not a board game that
ordinary people can play.

“Who the fuck are you pretending to be? I will crush you today! This pot
of hot tea will perm your head!”

After mocking, Bryant picked up a pot of tea on the tea table and threw it

at Leon.

Leon immediately noticed the movement of Bryant and rapidly reacted.

He had intended to teach Bryant how to be a man with a trick of gossip.

But just then, Rachel jumped over and used her back to block the hot tea
for Leon.

It’s not that Rachel is faster than Leon, but when she heard Bryant said
that he wants to pour hot tea on Leon, she plunged into Leon’s arms
without hesitation and made her back as a barrier.

Yuck!

As soon as the hot scald was poured, Rachel clenched her lips in pain.
She frowned because of the burn and her little face was wrenched, almost
unconscious with pain.

Holding the warm fragrant soft body in his arms, Leon quickly took
emergency measures.



He hurriedly wiped his palms on Rachel’s back.

He used 10% of the cold palm to neutralize the scalding of boiling tea.

Then, he went to the middle part of Rachel’s chest and use a little finger
to relieve the pain for her.

After dealing with this quickly, Rachel won’t leave any scars on her
back.

The girl cares about her skin very much, but Rachel still dared to come
forward and risk being scalded or even disfigured to block the hot tea.
Which showed how important Leon is in her mind.

Leon gently put down Rachel’s face and turned to Bryant who is as cold
as frost.

As soon as his eyes were turned up, his gaze suddenly showed a strong
murderous spirit.

“Son of a bitch!”

Leon punched Bryant in the face which instantly made his mouth and
nose bleed and his incisors shattered.

It’s another kick that he gave to Bryant!

If the window were a few centimeters shorter, Bryant would definitely fly
out of the window.

Other people who witnessed it had no idea that Leon would suddenly
become so grumpy.



Originally, Leon did not intend to spare Bryant.When he saw that Rachel

was shielding her injury from the hot tea, Leon was even angrier!

This is his reverse scale. If anyone touches her, he will not just die but be
crippled!

Bryant laid on the ground. He rolled with pain, cried out for his father
and mother, and screamed again and again.

On the other hand, Linda was so frightened that she just stood where she
was. She trembled and became speechless.

She didn’t expect that her usually swaggering and domineering boyfriend
was now so abused by the man who drank tea and played chess.

Bryant, who was hammered by the explosions of punch, howled madly.

“Today you hurt me, tomorrow will be your death! Do you know who

my sister is?”

“I don’t know, and I don’t want to know!” Leon shook his head with a
sneer.

Again, he never cared about the identity of the other party. He only knew
those who deceived him and they will come to a miserable end!

Leon went to Bryant and gave him a slap and a kick, but it was just an
appetizer for him. How could he stop before the main food was served?

But Bryant suddenly changed his tune and begged Leon for mercy. “I was
wrong, please forgive me, please let me go, my sister will give you a lot
of money.”



“What is money? will I need it? I will discipline you for your parents

and let you know what it feels like to be in pain! ”

Leon stepped closer to Bryant.

Beneath him is Bryant, begging like a dog.

Leon was indifferent and his face looked like frost.

Just then, there was a cry of anger from behind.

“Stop! Stop it now! Otherwise, my Danielle Family will make your life a
living hell with the help of the whole clan.”

Dani appeared.

When the other customers in the teahouse saw Dani coming, they
immediately realized that there was a big deal.

You know the whole street is full of Dani. Danielle Family is the king of
this mall!

Leon didn’t turn around but sneered back to Dani instead. “Who are you?
Who are you to command me?”

“I am the king of Fairmont Street! In this street, I have the final say. Let
him go at once. It’s good for both you and me!”

Dani’s face is like a layer of frost and is tight It was his angriest moment
in recent years.

“Dani, the older you get, the more confused you get. You might as well
rip your head off and be a night pot!” Leon still turned his back to Dani,
as if the elders were lecturing the younger generation.



“I’m not confused. I advise you to stop, or you and I will suffer. He’s the
one I’m waiting for. You have no idea how honorable this man is!”

As early as a week ago, Dani received a notice from Morgan that the

headquarters of the ruthless family group would send someone to inspect
and take over Fairmont Street.

Fairmont Street is the property of the ruthless Millers Family.While Dani

is just an escrow, it’s not too much to say that he is a part-time worker.

Cruel family, Houston has always had its legend. This is an immortal
legendary business empire.

However, very few people have really encountered them. Even Dani,
who’s the business hegemon of Fairmont is not qualified to get in touch
with the ruthless family.

Not to mention their ruthless son, even if he’s a department head of the
family group, it is difficult to meet each other. After all, in the business
empire of the ruthless family, there are still many people of the same size
as Fairmont City, and Dani is not qualified.

It has always been only a grant from the cruel family, and the Morgan

family issued instructions for him to turn around the funds and take
charge of the operation of the shops on Fairmont Street.

Dani didn’t know how many times in the dream does he want to meet the
group headquarters. Even their group’s executive driver is not in vain this
life.

The moment when he learned that the group would send someone to
Fairmont City, Dani was very nervous. Aside from being excited, he
feared that he would be snub by each other and arouse his disgust.



Now, Dani believes that Bryant is the one he wanted to wait for. Even if
he is not a member of Millers Family who inherited a ruthless bloodline,
he is from a department head of the group headquarters. He should serve
him as a god.

Leon did not listen to Dani at all just even if he claimed that he is the
king of Fairmont Street!

Dani has no right to command him!

Leon raised his right foot and stepped hard on Bryant’s face.

When Dani saw this, he roared like crazy. “Son of a bitch! I’m tired of

negotiating! I, Dani, will cut you alive today!”
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Dani is like a grumpy lion at this time.

The thick intention of killing broke out in his eyes, wanting to tear Leon
apart!

However, Leon was lightheaded and calm, and his right foot was still on
Bryant’s face.

This Bryant will be eaten by Leon today, and I can’t even keep it!

He wanted to leave a mark on Bryant’s face so that he can always
remember how to be a man.

A moment later, Leon took his foot away from Bryant’s face.



See, a huge shoe print, incomparably clearly printed on the face of
Bryant.

Got it!

Ruthless Childe’s masterpiece of art!

These size 43 shoe print that is pressed on Bryant’s face, also have a
different artistic demeanor.

The shoe prints given to him by Leon are naturally unusual and cannot be
erased, whether they are dry cleaning or water washing.

It’s harder to treat than a tattoo and can’t be scraped off unless you use a
knife.

Dani was so angry that he never thought that Leon was not frightened by
his authority and seemed to take him lightly.

This made him very confused.

The other party is not a fool, how can he turn a blind eye to the threat of

a Dani? This is what Dani doesn’t understand the most.

In Fairmont City, only the Wyatt family dared to challenge the local

forces against the Danielle Family.

Looking at Fairmont City, his power as a member of the Danielle Family
is on a par with the Wyatt Family. He also wanted to put pressure on the
Thompson family, which can be naturally said to be a leader in the local
consortia of Fairmont City.



On the other hand, he was on good terms with the Wyatt family and did

not compete on commercial projects. He was drinking with Boss
Thompson just a few days ago.

Unless it is a foreign force, Williams Family in the provincial capital is a

powerful external force.

“Are you from Indra or not? It’s strange, even if they are people from
Indra, they can’t help but give me Dani a face! ” Dani’s face was
dignified.

And then Leon finally turned around.

He sneered and said, “Mr. Dani, what do you want me to say about you?
You don’t believe me, you trust this man!”

Dani was confused and haunted by doubts.

“You? What do you mean?”

“What else do you mean? I’m the one you’re waiting for today!” Leon’s
tone was cold.

Today, Leon originally planned to take Rachel shopping smoothly and
take over Fairmont Street smoothly according to his way.

Unexpectedly, the Danielle Family made so many moths.

Dani’s wrinkled brow gave him another sharp pick. “You!” Are you
really?”

It is really unexpected to meet a member of the ruthless family group
headquarters, unexpectedly wearing ordinary clothes. Especially because



of the girl he brought, who seemed to shop a dozen pieces from Amazon

goods because they are cheaper.

How can this be linked to the other party’s honorable identity?

“I believe Morgan informed you a week ago. Half an hour ago, I asked
you to come to the teahouse to talk about it, but you questioned my
identity, motherfucker!” Leon taught him a lesson.

Hmm? I can’t believe he knows Morgan! It was Morgan who informed
me about it a week ago. He knew it too carefully. Is this really the one
I’m waiting for?! Dani thought.

Just then, Dani’s cell phone suddenly rang.

Caller ID, it’s Morgan!

Dani’s heart thumped when he saw the name.

“Don’t make a mistake! Please don’t!”

Dani muttered anxiously, then turned into an empty teahouse and closed
the door tightly.

There are too many eyes outside, and Dani doesn’t want to do bad things.

Dani shook his hands and connected through the phone.

Immediately, the receiver answered. It was Morgan’s low-pitched but
dignified voice.

“Has the Dani been handed over?”

“Just. It’s going on. Oh, no, just. We just met. ”



“You’re so slow, didn’t you get ready a week ago?”

“I’m sorry, Morgan. I almost got the wrong guy so I took a little time.”

“Maybe because he usually keeps a low profile, but your eyesight is
really poor!”

“I. I… ”

“Don’t snub him, or else there will be serious consequences!”

“Alright then. Well, Morgan, he’s in the group headquarters. What’s his

position? ”

“Don’t ask what you shouldn’t ask. It’s not good for you to know too

much. You just have to remember to follow his arrangement, or you will
become poor in the next three generations of Danielle Family!”

“Good! Yes! I’ll be sure to obey orders! ”

“Remember! It’s a secret! ”

“I, Dani, always keep in mind that I will guarantee it with my life and
fortune.”

After finishing the call with Morgan, Dani trembled. He wobbled and
began to shook.

He quickly grabbed the next chair so that he didn’t fall.

Just then, Leon pushed the door in and closed the door.

He doesn’t want a third party to know what will happen next.



When Leon calmly walked in, all Dani’s nerves became tense.

“I, Dani, don’t know Mount Tai. I beg your pardon!”

See, Dani plop, kneeling on his knees, bending over, the whole head,
also dropped to a very low position.

Leon glanced at Dani, with a sneer he answered. “Don’t be fooled with
these fancy things, I said, a second later, will increase a layer of
punishment!”

The word of Childe is more important than Mount Tai.

What Leon said, he realized one by one. What is said should be, there is
no room for negotiation!

At that particular time, Dani was extremely nervous.

“I hope I’m not late and haven’t exceeded your time. ”

“You did arrive at the teahouse within the specified time, but you didn’t
come to me but someone else. And with that, you must be punished!”
Leon said coldly.

“I beg you to give me your hand and show mercy. I beg your
forgiveness.”

……

Dani kowtowed ten times in a row, looking pale and scared out of his
wits.

Whether he saw his brain or three generations were poor, he could not
accept such a punishment.



Sometimes poverty is as terrible as death.

“If you came to the teahouse within the specified time, I can take back
your previous punishment, but you went to the wrong person and must be
punished!”

After Leon said this, Dani was drenched in a cold sweat. He trembled and
curled up on the floor.

“I announce that all the three generations of, Danielle Family will go out
and volunteer to clean public toilets for 10 months, help citizens sort
rubbish for 10 months, help granny cross the road for 10 months, help
carry bars on construction sites for 10 months, and pick up bottles from
tourist attractions for 10 months!”

After Leon announced the punishment for Danielle’s Family, Dani dared
not look up and speak for fear of adding a few more punishments to him.

“Do you have any objection? It doesn’t matter if you have it. I have
reservations about it and I have the rights of final interpretation!” Leon
smiled.

This kind of punishment is very meaningful, not only did it radiate
positive energy, but also torture and humiliate the Danielle Family.

Leon was overjoyed. He was already imagining the scene of the third
generation of Danielle Family going to the construction site. It must be
very picturesque.

Now, Dani breathes a sigh of relief.

However, these punishments are enough for him to drink a pot.



The descendants of the Danielle Family haven’t done rough work for
decades. It, may seem nothing to ordinary people, but for Danielle’s
Family, it is a kind of inhuman torture!
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Leon is happy, but that’s a pain in Dani’s heart.

“Sir, isn’t it too difficult to clean public toilets and rip off the
construction site?”

“Is it big? Aunt cleaning can, uncle migrant workers can and you eat fat
for nothing, so why not? ”

“I…”

“If you talk any more, you will go to live in poverty. You’ll go to the
mountains to experience life and get up at 04:00 every morning to mow

pig grass.”

Leon has many ways to clean up Danielle’s Family and teach them a long
lesson.

“Well, I’ll obey my boss’ orders, but then, who will run the group?”
Dani dared not to disobey.

“It’s very simple. When you work during the day and go back to the

office at night, the Danielle Family, especially your two grandsons, are
used to being arrogant and unrestrained. Now it’s up to me to discipline

them so that they don’t take detours.” Leon sneered.



“What my informant said is that your eldest grandson Jerry is a real jerk
who runs fakes. But right now, he is still in the hospital. I’ll wait for him
to leave the hospital before you carry out your mission.” Dani said.

Dani, the pet grandson madman, doesn’t care about spoiling now.

“Anyway, Jerry is already a one-eyed disease, and it is not a fatal disease
in other parts of the hospital. It will not take long for you to leave the
hospital. Besides, Danielle Family will perform well. It is still unknown
whether your family will still oversee the operation and management of
the group in the future. This is an unknown. It all depends on my mind.”

Leon spoke up.

This second-tier trial task is not just about taking over the enterprise.

The aim is to examine whether the current escrow is reliable, whether he
works wholeheartedly for Miller’s Family, and whether he absolutely
obeys his orders.

If Leon feels that Danielle’s Family is no longer appropriate, he has every
right to kick it out.

Since Millers is capable to support one Dani, they are also fully capable
of supporting another “Dani.

Leon understood that this is also the meaning of the trial task.

His father taught him that this is a test of his ability to see, recognize, and
employ people, and this is the stage that the heirs of the ruthless family
must go through.



Like the Thompson family, Louise Thompson was also intimidated by
Leon. Right now he obediently bowed to Leon, even the school bully
Gerald is also obedient to him.

For now, it depends on whether the Danielle Family people keep abreast
of the times.

“Sir, you are right. I have no problem with it. If there is anything else, sir,
please let me know.”

In fact, Dani has been intimidated by Leon.

The reason why he is afraid of Leon is not entirely because he is afraid of
the identity of Leon, but he is really shocked by the aura emitted by Leon
itself.

From the moment the Richmond Pavilion refused to accept his VIP card,
Dani deeply felt the difference between him and Leon, which must have
experienced a great scene.

But at that time, he only thought that Leon was arrogant and did not know
the nature of heaven and earth.

Later, in the face of the threat and rudeness of Bryant, he broke out from
a low profile, acted decisively and just overbearingly, which made him
shudder.

Dani, the de facto controlling shareholder of Diluc’s Enterprise, dared
not to have the slightest objection now.

“The conversation between you and me must be kept secret, and my
identity must not be revealed during this period in my city of peace. As
for how you explain to your children and grandchildren, it is your



business. Isn’t it difficult to make up a suitable excuse?” Leon tugged at
the corners of his mouth and asked with a sneer.

“It’s not difficult, sir. I know what to do.” Dani replied with his head
down.

“When I make time, I will make a special field visit to Diluc’s Enterprise.
Also, there is a very serious problem on Fairmont Street. All the
unhealthy tendencies of the descendants of your clan must be eradicated,
and you can finish the rectification within a week!” Leon’s tone became
serious.

The purpose of investment by ruthless families is to make money, and it
must not be destroyed in the hands of outsiders.

“Yes, sir, I’ll do everything you tell me to do.” Dani nodded.

“That’s it. I hope you can seize this last opportunity, otherwise, there will
be no more Danielle Family enterprises in Fairmont.”

After he said this, Leon was ready to push the door and leave.

At this time, Dani suggested “Sir, I heard you said you wanted to buy
jade jewelry for that beautiful woman. I happen to have a lanolin white
jade pendant made of fine Hetian seed material. I have kept it all the time,
but I have never used it.”

Leon stopped and sipped gently at the corner of his mouth. “Even if you
are still a little filial, the general pendant cannot enter my eyes. This jade
pendant of yours, what’s so special?”



“Mr. Leon, I bought this jade pendant at Christie’s auction last year for
20 million dollars. If you don’t mind, sir, you can pick it up at home
with me.” Dani said.

“If it’s ordinary stuff, I advise you to think twice,” Leon said faintly.

“It is absolutely a high-quality good. Pure lanolin white jade, Jade old
pit material.” Dani said seriously.

Leon nodded and answered.

If Dani is not sure, he will not offer jade on his own initiative. He can’t
find himself uncomfortable.

Squeak–

The door opened.

The two walked out of the room.

Leon is in front and Dani is in the back.

The size of the steps taken by the two men was almost the same.

In the eyes of others, this is very strange.

Because Dani stared down at Leon’s steps. Every time Leon took a step,
he followed.

It feels as if Dani is afraid to walk in front of Leon.

Leon was speechless. He glanced back at Dani.



Just now they agreed to keep a low profile. But as a result, Dani is like
an old slave. He followed him timidly, which was easy to make people
suspicious.

Dani seemed to grasp the meaning of Leon and tried to relax his taut
nerves.

However, the mood of this kind of thing cannot be easily adjusted,
Dani’s control is a bit difficult.

“It’s nothing. Let’s all break up. Harmony leads to wealth.”

Dani looked around and grinned with a stiff expression.

At this time, Rachel trotted up to Leon and asked with concern.

“Leon, are you all right?”

“I’m fine. Rachel just had a chat with Mr. Dani and exchanged with his
collection experience.” Leon explained.

Rachel’s brow stretched out, and she was relieved that Leon was all right.

When she heard that Leon exchanged collection experiences with Dani,
Rachel felt another wave of admiration.

“Leon knows a lot, and it is also a skill to be lucky by his own ability.”
Rachel thought silently in his heart.

After that, Leon and others walked out of the teahouse.

The teahouse is across the street from the Richmond Pavilion, and there
are still 1/3 of the people who used to watch the hustle and bustle in the

busy cabinet.



Some people have been standing there waiting to see the results, but they
are really drunk.

In Italy, there is always no shortage of people who eat melons and go to
the theatre.

They wondered how Dani would fix the young man, which was the topic
they talked about most of the day.

When they saw that the young man walked out of the teahouse safe and
sound, they were both disappointed and surprised.

It’s no fun to watch. How can I brag with my family and friends when

I’m drinking wine and chewing peanuts at night?

Just then, 500 meters away in the southeast of the street, there was a
sound of smashing things.

It’s like broken glass. It was crackling and dense.

Leon was attracted to the noise and turned around to find that it was the
Patek Philippe that was sold not long ago!
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“It’s my shop.”

Leon stared solemnly and said with a serious face.

The store was smashed!

Someone smashed the shop under his nose, it was crazy!



Without saying a word, he went straight to Patek Philippe.

At this point, Dani panicked.

He followed closely, extremely uneasy, and had a foreboding.

“I don’t know which stupid fool dared to smash my subordinate’s shop
and make trouble under my nose. He was too bold. I hope it doesn’t have
anything to do with my Danielle Family.”

At this time, Bryant had just got up from the teahouse and it was not clear

that the big shoe marks on his face could not be erased.

After being abused by Leon, there is nothing he can do about Leon for the
time being.

Bryant, who had no place to vent, slapped Linda in the face.

“Bitch, it’s all because of you! You are a scourge! ”

Linda dared not respond even if she felt very aggrieved. He said that if
she had not pretended to force him, he would not have been beaten by
others.

The anger in Bryant’s heart did not go away.

His face was livid and his eyes were bleak.

“This boy, I’ll remember this face and I must avenge it! When my sister

finds out that I have been beaten, she will feel sorry for me to death, and
then I will remove his bone and feed it to the dog!”

Bryant’s sister is a little bit powerful.



More than a month ago, he got special funds from a powerful family in

the provincial capital and came to Fairmont to set up an enterprise.

Recently, several projects done by his sister are in full swing.

Although it is not a local force in Fairmont, there have been a lot of
pictures recently.

Only 500m away, Leon and others walked a few steps to get there.

Sure enough, the Patek Philippe store was smashed, and at the door stood
more than a dozen men in security uniforms, tall, short, fat and thin.

And among these security guards is Tommy.

Yes, this guy has a palmprint clearly printed on each side of his face,
which is a masterpiece of Leon’s art.

Leon’s face was grim and serious, and his elegant eyes opened slightly,
he was not angry nor proud.

Tommy turned his head and at first, saw the anger that Leon concealed,
he had held back and lit it at this moment.

“Parasites! How dare you bring it to the door? I smashed your shop, and
now I’m smashing to you!” Tommy roared.

Leon does not have too strong mood swings. In his eyes, Tommy is like
an ant. If he smashed up his shop, he must pay a price.

Right then and there, Dani panicked.

The foreboding just now came true at last.



He did not expect that the person who smashed the Leon store was his
little grandson Tommy.

Oh, my God, you’re playing a trick on me! The eldest grandson has
committed a heinous crime of counterfeiting, and the little grandson even
smashed the shop of the boss of the headquarters and asked me to stop
Danielle Family.

Dani is full of bitterness and wants to yell at the sky, but it is out of place
here.

He was so angry as if he had a side stitch and his head was buzzed. He
hadn’t figured out how to make amends for Leon.

At this time, Tommy was surprised to see his grandfather standing behind
Leon.

He felt that it would be much easier with his grandfather, and there was
someone behind him.

“Grandpa, this kid needs repair. I smashed his shop and made him learn

a lesson.” Tommy was also smug and thought Grandpa would praise him
for his guts or something.

Unexpectedly, Dani was so angry with him that he was about to vomit

blood.

“Unworthy descendants! How dare you? You take a snapshot and look in
the mirror. What are you doing now? You got a tattoo on your face. You
are shameless! Why don’t you get a nose ring? Isn’t that more

handsome? ”



“Hey, Grandpa, I don’t have that idea yet. If Grandpa likes it, I’ll get a
nose ring tomorrow.”

Tommy was embarrassed to say that the two clear palm prints on his face
were left by Leon, which he thought would embarrass Danielle’s Family.

“What an asshole, why can’t you hear me clearly? And a nose ring? If

you dare, I’ll give you a discount on your leg!” Tommy roared.

The hair of the body is the parent of the recipient.

In the eyes of older people like Tommy, tattoos and nose rings are
unacceptable as insulting to their ancestors.

Tommy felt embarrassed to the point that it can’t be explained. This is
Leon’s hit. After all, there are a lot of people on the street, they are
spread out and must be humiliated.

“No, Grandpa, I wouldn’t dare to get the nose ring. Forget about it. I’ll
keep smashing the store.” Tommy said.

Just now he took the Danielle Family security guard and smashed all the
glass counters in Leon’s store, but he hasn’t damaged the Patek Philippe
yet.

What is extremely valuable is these luxury watches, and Tommy can’t
wait to continue to destroy them to solve his hatred.

One-on-one fight, he can be defeated. He can only rely on large numbers
of people to damage each other’s property.

Tommy is about to smash it in front of Leon, which is not only a kind of
catharsis but also a provocation to Leon.



However, from the point of view Leon, this kind of behavior is extremely
stupid.

There is no need to take a notebook to write it down, and then directly
estimate the loss of the smashed store, and then let Tommy go to the
construction site for one more day for every dollar lost.

“It’s just that you have such childish behavior and the construction site is
very energetic in summer.” Leon sneered at Tommy.

It’s over!

It’s over!

When Tommy heard this, he knew how Leon was going to punish him.

Let his grandson, who has never experienced hardship, go to the
construction site against the sun in the summer, which is even more
torture than the top ten tortures of the Louisiana Dynasty!

However, his disgraceful little grandson was still foulmouthed.

“Ha ha! Smash the shop for a while, keep smashing the shop all the time!
Fairmont Street is my Family’s territory, even if your shop is smashed to
pieces, what can you do with me? My Danielle Family is in Fairmont

City, and my hands and eyes are all over the sky so it’s useless for
anyone to come and stop me!”

“Hands and eyes are all over the sky? Oh? Why didn’t I know that?”
Leon said this to Dani.

Dani’s face was pale and his body was shaking so badly that he thought
he had had a seizure of epilepsy if he didn’t know it.



This kind of remark is usually all right to brag, but in front of the boss of
the headquarters, it is taboo!

How can a kitten shit on a tiger’s neck?!

“No, no, no,” Dani explained hurriedly.

He promised Leon that his identity would be kept secret, so he tried his
best to overcome his fear, but he couldn’t calm down when he heard such

irreverent remarks from his grandson.

“Grandpa, what’s the matter with you? Is this still you? The boy wants

to be taught a lesson. Why are you getting kinder and kinder as you get

older?” Tommy was deeply puzzled.

His impression of his grandfather as tough meant that he can be called an
iron fist. In this part of Fairmont City, he is definitely a boss. How has he

become submissive now?

Dani wants to teach Tommy a lesson to show Leon his determination,
and on the other hand to make Tommy learn a lesson so he won’t think
his family is so good that the real behind-the-scenes player can ruin his
whole clan with a sneeze.

However, the scene is full of people with mixed eyes, and it may arouse
suspicion if he’s too afraid of Leon.

So, what Dani did is he walked over, dragged Tommy to Patek Philippe,
and closed the door tightly.

“Motherfucker, are you used to being arrogant, or are you not smart?”

As soon as he came in, Dani scolded him in the face and beat Tommy

with crutches.



He doesn’t know why Tommy scratched his head carelessly. He doesn’t
know what kind of wind his grandfather inhaled.

“Grandpa, I guess you’re worried that smashing the shop in public will
not have a good impact on our family. It’s not a big problem. I don’t
know who we Danielle Family was afraid of. I have a way to keep things
down!”

Seeing that his little grandson was so rude, Dani felt that he had to make
up a lie.

“Stupid! That’s your little grandfather! “
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“Shit!”

When Tommy heard his grandfather’s words, he simply didn’t know
what words to use to describe his mood at that time.

He felt that the three values are about to be subverted, just like he have
always regarded him as a brother, and it turns out that Leon is his old
father who has been lost for many years!

Tommy still can’t believe it, and he doesn’t want to believe it.

“Grandpa, you’ve got to be kidding me. He’s about my age. How is that

possible?”

“What’s impossible? He is a distant relative of our family. He has high
seniority. It’s not too much for you to call him Grandpa.”



“Grandpa, since when do we have such relatives?” Tommy is so
confused that he found it difficult to accept the reality.

“It’s a long story. It can be traced back to your great grandfather’s
generation. In short, he is your little grandfather. You have to listen to
him in the future. He has the right to make any request to you. His words
are my words!”

Dani also didn’t bother to make up stories and gave Tommy serious
orders directly.

“Grandpa, isn’t that bullshit? He and I are enemies, so how can we listen

to him? I don’t recognize him as a grandfather!” Tommy is not
convinced.

“Son of a bitch! It’s easy for your little grandfather to teach you a lesson!
It’s just that because of the relationship between our two families, he
didn’t do anything to you!” Dani snapped.

Tommy was embarrassed to say that the two slap marks on his face were
given by Leon, after all, it was not a glorious thing.

“Grandpa, that kid blinded one of my brother’s eyes.We Danielle Family

and he are enemies, so it’s impossible to make friends with relatives with
this feud!”

Tommy mentioned that his brother Jerry has not been released from the
hospital yet.

He thought it would arouse his grandfather’s hatred, but Dani
immediately denied it. “It was his own fault and he brought it on himself.
I heard Ezra said that your brother would bite the hand that feeds him and
framed your little grandfather. He was kind enough to cure him, but he



was bitten back. That delayed his illness, which was the cause of his own
planting, and he should bear the consequences! ”

Tommy is becoming more and more difficult to understand. How can

Grandpa talk to outsiders?

How can a business tycoon who dominates one side become a kind old
man in the twinkling of an eye?

“Grandpa, are you confused? Anyway, that kid has a grudge against our
family! ”

“Shut up! I’m not confused at all. On the contrary, I’m rational. If you
don’t listen to me, you’ll suffer a lot, and then even I can’t protect you! ”

Dani didn’t say anything, and he promised Leon to keep it a secret.

But currently, Tommy was in no hurry to refute and question Grandpa.

Because of his grandfather’s expression, he saw him as dignified but

anxious.

In his memory, Grandpa has never been as serious as he is today.

Grandpa is known for spoiling his grandson, especially doting on his two
grandchildren. He buys whatever they want, and seldom scold the two

grandchildren.

But now, Grandpa’s not on his normal self. That made Tommy realized
the seriousness of the situation, maybe Leon really has the leverage to
make Danielle’s Family afraid.

Otherwise, how could his Grandpa, a business tycoon, be afraid of a
young man in his early twenties!



That gradually awakened Tommy’s arrogant posture ended, but it was
still difficult to quell his anger.

He felt that he was at least the hegemony of the youth in Fairmont City,
and the second young master of the Danielle Family who was rich
suddenly sprang out of a little grandfather of the same age.

He was so angry with this guy that it almost exploded in place.

“You must bear in mind what I said just now. Otherwise, our Danielle
Family luck will change from prosperity to decline, and it will even be
difficult to gain a foothold in the business circle, causing a disaster of
blood!”

Dani is not kidding.

His descendants did not know the secret and naively thought that he had
started from scratch.

However, without the Millers throwing money, his family business
would not have been able to rise at all.

Dani still know how to measure and doesn’t reveal much, but he
solemnly warned Tommy that if he made a mistake, Danielle’s Family
will be finished.

Linking the fate of the family together is enough to show the seriousness
of the matter.

“All right, Grandpa.” Tommy finally compromised.

“This is my good grandson. Besides, if you smash up his shop, you must
be punished. Remember not to resist. You must remember Grandpa’s
words!” Dani ordered again.



Tommy said, what punishment can there be? At the worst, compensation
can be made according to the lost funds.

“What a big deal, I’ll remember.”

Tommy is still too young. Luther has a way of dealing with “problem
youth”. If he doesn’t play the cards right, he will not have a choice but
accepts going to the construction site and foamed at his mouth.

Dani nodded and did not relax.

Although he has explained it to my grandson, it is still unknown whether
I can pass the level of the boss at the headquarters.

Then Dani opened the door and Leon understood what he meant and
walked in.

The door closed again, which filled the appetite of the onlookers outside.

No one knew what these three are talking about.

However, most people speculate that nine times out of ten, Leon’s entry
is dangerous.

“Do you think this kid is stupid? It’s obvious that Dani wants to catch

turtles in an urn. Yet he still wants to run after closing the door?”

“That’s right, and he even offered to send it to the door and put a pen on
it!”

“That’s a lot of bad luck, and Tommy has to beat the shit out of him!”

“It’s a pity that his girlfriend is so beautiful.”



“We don’t have to worry about this chick. Tommy will naturally take
over, and it won’t be our turn.”

“It’s not necessarily that Tommy to be like that, he bis likely to be
occupied by the old man Dani. Old cattle eat tender grass, and it’s
exciting to think about it!”

These small fart people also only knew how to talk high. Just like the
keyboard man on the Internet, they have not seen Leon on the teahouse
that he beat Bryant violently.

Even if Danielle’s Family hits Leon, it’s not enough for Leon to play.

In their eyes, Leon has been set up by Danielle Family and they are just
waiting to see the show.

In the store, Tommy bowed his head in silence.

As he saw that his grandson was so blind, Dani held up his crutch and hit
him on the legs.

“hurry up and kowtow to your little grandfather. It’s your blessing to
recognize your little grandfather today. Get down on your knees!” Dani
ordered.

As a matter of fact, what Dani said is true.

In any case, it can be regarded as climbing into the relationship of the
boss of the group headquarters. If this little grandson is nimble but chose
to cling to this big tree, it will definitely be a good thing for the Danielle
Family.

But then, it seems that Tommy is not very convinced.



Since he didn’t experience the kind of deep fear that Gerald has
experienced, Tommy has not yet grown up.

“Grandpa, you don’t have to kneel. It’s time to get rid of all this red
tape.” Tommy said reluctantly.

“You must kneel to him!” Dani gave Tommy an ultimatum with a sharp

look.

“Oh, it’s so troublesome. All right, I’ll kneel. I’ll kneel.”

After saying this, Tommy knelt to Leon and felt displeased with ten
thousand in his heart.

“Kowtow! Right away!” Dani urged again.

“What a hassle.” Tommy kowtowed reluctantly.

From beginning to end, Leon looked cold.

It doesn’t matter if he doesn’t accept it, there’s a chance for him to take

it!
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